Hotel d’Inghilterra exudes old-world charm and timeless elegance. With its captivating history and stunning central location, it’s no wonder that this distinguished hotel continues to be the first choice for discerning guests. The building dates back to the mid-16th century and originally served as guest quarters for the noble Torlonia family, who resided in the Palazzo across the road. As early as the 15th century, the area was renowned for hosting the city’s best hotels, attracting visitors from all over the world. A favourite of the international elite, the hotel has welcomed international figures like Ernest Hemingway, Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor and Gregory Peck.

The most iconic hotel in Rome, preferred by the international jet-set

Location

A short walk from the legendary Spanish Steps and the bustle of the fashion district - Via Condotti, Via Borgognona and Via Frattina - the hotel is in an exceptional location close to Rome’s greatest attractions, including the Trevi Fountain, the Roman Forum and Villa Borghese, the city’s largest park.

Distance from subway:
Spagna 0,4 km

Distance from train station:
Roma Termini 2 km (3 subway stops)

Distance from airport:
Ciampino-Roma 16,5 km; Fiumicino-Roma 34 km
88 Rooms & Suites

All the rooms and suites – many recently renewed – are decorated with their own style and personality. Each is a perfect blend of period charm and contemporary character, where refined fabrics and sumptuous furnishings complement the sober elegance of the interiors. The hotel’s 88 spacious, light-filled rooms have their own personality and inimitable style.

1 Penthouse Suite  
3 Executive Suite  
3 Suite  
13 Junior Suite  
26 Deluxe Double  
38 Superior Double  
4 Single

Restaurant & Bar

Guests at the Hotel d’Inghilterra can enjoy the relaxing atmosphere of the capital while comfortably seated at a table in the chic open-air dining area of the Café Romano restaurant, or pamper themselves with a superb cocktail in the classic British setting of the Bond Bar.

The bar is an oasis of relaxation, the ideal place to enjoy a pleasant coffee break during your day in Rome or to sip a Martini cocktail prepared by renowned mixologist Roberto Pezzuco.

With its elegant outdoor tables on Via Borgognona, the elegant pedestrian-only shopping street, Café Romano is the ideal spot for Brunch after a morning spent shopping, for an elegant dinner or refreshing drink. The refined, cosmopolitan ambience provides a perfect backdrop to the creative dishes on the menu, a tribute to Roman cuisine and seasonal ingredients.

Services

- Les Clefs d’Or Concierge  
- 24-hour room service  
- High speed Wi-Fi  
- Events/wedding planner  
- Personal shopper  
- Guided tours  
- Private garage  
- Valet parking  
- Babysitting

Meetings & Events

With the Penthouse Suite’s spacious, scenic terrace, which can host 70 guests and offers a stunning view over the centre of Rome, and the 2 majestic halls of the Palazzo Torlonia opposite the hotel, the Hotel d’Inghilterra is the perfect venue for elegant parties, conferences and business meetings.

The Salone Inghilterra e the Sala Pio IX provide a unique setting for any event, from business lunches or dinners to private functions and meetings. Both are equipped with Wi-Fi and screens for presentations and teleconferences. The highly-skilled event team is at your disposal to provide a full range of technical support.

GDS CODE:  
Amadeus: LX ROMDIN  
Galileo/Apollo: LX 43306  
Sabre: LX 028263  
WorldSpan: LX 3993

Via Bocca di Leone 14, 00187 Roma - Italy  
Tel. +39 06 699811  
Fax +39 06 69922243  
reservations.inghilterra.rm@starhotels.it – hoteldinghilterra.com
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